Photo report of my work trip to India, Spring 2018
Cultural food

Traveling through India is always well planned to make the most of the given time there. Not only do I
have pre-arranged appointments with crafts people, suppliers and workshops, but I also set up an
enriching program to enhance my knowledge and skills. This time I visited among other things the Crafts
Museum in Delhi to see the exhibition on the renewing take on traditional crafts of master craftsmen in
the eighties of last century. Looking back to the future..

Visiting a local food market in Delhi and a reading at the Jaipur Literature Festival were also scheduled
this time. Colors and scents all around.

Blockprinting

Blockprinting in India is a century-old craft, still very much alive, both printing with synthetic dyes as well
as the rich tradition of printing with natural dyes. In India inspiration is all around. This design seems to be
found right outside in the street.

Cows inside and outside will bring luck, seasoned hands of a blockprinter and a blockprint table

Hands on blockprinting and natural dyeing
Hands on blockprinting and natural dyeing took again a good amount of days to do during my trip. I
visited workshops and did my bit of printing, in doing so learning the ropes from experienced printers.

Already long before printing using natural dyes, painting with natural dyes was done on big scale in India.
Learning from this tradition is enriching, so when in India I do not let the opportunity pass by..

Dabu printing

One of the (resist) printing techniques in India is called dabu printing. A mud paste is printed, then when
dry dipped into indigo. Again after drying it is washed, which leaves a lovely white pattern on the fabric,
or in this case my rug..

Block carvers

One of the workshops I visited is of a family of block carvers we work with already for years. This always
takes time. Choosing blockprints, discussing new designs, browsing through old family pattern books,
looking at new wood carving ideas and of course eating and drinking together.

In our collection
In visiting artisans and suppliers, I find beautiful hand work. Mostly derived from century-old traditions of
Indian crafts. Since my collection mainly consists of unique pieces or small production, every time I find
new pieces. Herewith an impression of the goodies I found this time and which I will show you the coming
months in the fairs I will attend.

Happy handmade cushion covers for the patio or garden chairs this summer, big - fair trade- kantha
embroidered shawls, a unique linen indigo throw with white Suf embroidery (Kutch – West India).

Finely hand embroidered pashmina, embroidered rough rugs, suzani embroidered throws, Turkmen coats
and antique and vintage quilts. If you want us to make you a unique jacket of one of the kantha quilts,
please get in touch..

Handprinted cotton, hand embroidered kantha pouches, a small batch of hand printed cashmere/silk
stoles, hand embroidered suèdine bags vintage and antique Indian textiles
Hope you liked a little peek behind the scenes, do come and visit us at one of our fairs to enjoy the
handmade goodies we found for you!

